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Abstract
Recently, the technique of ‘spatiallymodulated emission’has been introduced (Baßler et al 2008US
Patent 0080181827A1; Kiesel et al 2009Appl. Phys. Lett. 94 041107; Kiesel et al 2011CytometryA 79A
317–24) improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for detecting bio-particles in the field offlow
cytometry. Based on this concept, we developed two advanced signal processingmethodswhich
further enhance the SNR and selectivity for cell detection. The improvements are achieved by adapting
digitalfilteringmethods fromRADAR technology andmainly address inherent offset elimination,
increased signal dynamics andmoreover reduction of erroneous detections due to processing artifacts.
We present a comprehensive theory on SNR gain and provide experimental results of our concepts.

1. Introduction

Modern flow cytometers [1] are widely used for
detecting biological cells or particles in fluidic streams.
Using different light sources, bulky optics and a
number of detectors, both scattering and fluorescent
light is observed when objects pass the excitation and
detection zone of the flow cytometer. Specific cell-
tagging, e.g. by attaching fluorophore-conjugated
antibodies to antigens at the cell surface, is often used
to distinguish between different cell populations. A
narrow well-adjusted excitation spot providing a high
photon flux density avoids coincidences between
different objects and ensures a sufficient and detect-
able amount of fluorescent light during a short time
interval. Due to their size and susceptibility, commer-
cial state-of-the-art devices are restricted to laboratory
use. For this reason, the concept of ‘spatially modu-
lated emission’ has recently been introduced which
promises amore robust operation and ease of use.

Instead of a narrow excitation spot addressing sin-
gle traversing objects, the detection zone is enlarged,
resulting in a less-intense but time-distributed fluores-
cence (figure 1). The key element is a non-periodic slit
mask placed in between the fluidic cell and the optical
detector. This yields a time-modulated fluorescence

signal of passing objects, where the signal pattern in
time corresponds to the sequence of transparent slits
(fluorescence is transmitted) and opaque bars (fluor-
escence is blocked). Putting the sequence in a binary
context, transparent slits are denoted with 1 and opa-
que bars are denoted with 0. Binary sequences can
either be randomly chosen or derived from so called
‘low auto-correlation binary sequences’ (LABS)which
have their origin in signal information theory [2–9]
and are widely used e.g. for RADAR applications. In
particular, LABS serve to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of RADAR signals by transmitting time-
extended and time-modulated pulses which offer the
same delay resolution but higher energy compared to
unmodulated short pulses. In conjunction with sui-
table digital filters, i.e. correlation sequences, received
pulse trains can then be compressed in time (pulse
compression) to recover the necessary time resolution.

Digital filtering in the field of RADAR technology is
mainly based on correlation techniques which are here
exploited for signal processing.We remark that fluores-
cence signals from the here discussed measurements
differ significantly from RADAR signals in three
aspects: (1) cell velocity is not uniform in micro-
channels resulting in significant variations of up±20%
in signal duration. (2) Auto-fluorescence and scattered
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excitation light inherently result in an additive signal
offset. (3) The transparent and opaque features of the
modulation mask cause a unipolar (on/off-type) signal
in contrast to the bipolarRADARsignals.

Processing methods from RADAR technology can
therefore only partially be applied to ourmethod. Par-
allels are e.g. found in the theoretical description of
LABS and filters, especially for SNR gain prediction. In
contrast, peak finding methods cannot be easily adap-
ted. The key difference between both techniques is the
method to determine the velocity of objects. Whereas
RADAR applications exploit the Doppler effect (fre-
quency shift) of the RF carrier, the here discussed prin-
ciple takes advantage of the temporal dilation or
compression of fluorescence signals. This results in
correlation signals with fundamentally different signal
properties. We discuss various designs of digital filters
adapted to the specifics of the fluorescence signals.
However, the discussion of the complete signal pro-
cessing chain is beyond the scope of this paper and we
refer to pertinent literature in the field of RADAR [2].

2. Signal theory

It may be noted that we make use of the standard
definitions from related literature and textbooks [10].
E.g., the typical measure of the signal energy is the
integral (sum) over the squared signal amplitude.
From a physical point of view, squaring the amplitude
of a voltage signal yields the unit V2 expressing the
power drop of a signal flowing through a hypothetical
1 Ω resistor. Summing this term over a certain time
period therefore provides information on the energy

of a time-limited signal. This is in analogy to contin-
uous systems where the integral over a certain period
of time is calculated. Giving a better impression on
these abstract definitions, we explicitly added units to
our derivations in brackets. However, since signals do
not pass resistors and since integration is only
performed by discrete means, the absolute value of
signal energy is measured in units of V2. This is a
reasonable approach thoroughly found in textbooks
since the numerical value of the signal energy is
proportional to the squared signal amplitude inVolts.

In signal information theory, LABS are denoted in
a bipolar fashion [2]with−1 and 1 and can be expres-
sed as

= Î - -( { } ) [ ] ( )B b b b1, 1 , , V . 1N0 1 1

LetH be a second sequence of lengthMwith

= Î -( ) [ ] ( )H h h h, , V , 2M0 1 1

then the cross-correlation ( )R H B,k betweenH and B
at delay k is defined as:
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If H = B, the cross-correlation becomes an auto-
correlation, where the full energy E(B) of B is focused
into a single sharp peak (figure 2(a)) at zero delay
(k= 0):

å= =
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For delays ¹k 0, the auto-correlation function of
LABS show low signal amplitudes which are referred
to as ‘signal side-lobes’. This so called ‘pulse compres-
sion’ is a main feature of LABS, where the ‘matched

Figure 1. Flow cytometry setup implementing spatiallymodulated emission. Similar to an epi-fluorescencemicroscope, the setup
consists of a relay optics that images thefluorescent light of excited cells in the channel on a slitmask. Depending on the cell velocity,
the detector receives an amplitude-modulated (unipolar) signal which corresponds to the sequence of slits and bars of themask.
Excitation aswell asfluorescence detection are achieved by the same lens (right). Separation of both light paths is realized by a dichroic
beam splitter (BS). Additional opticalfilters support the dichroic beam splitter to suppress stray light from excitation.Moreover,
focusing lenses serve to ensure a collimated light beamof the excitation light within the detection zone.
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filter’ = =H H Bm squeezes a time distributed signal
into a peak of short duration. The length of the corre-
lation sequence always corresponds to + -M N 1
which is -N2 1 in the case of thematched filter.

However, bipolar LABS do not represent the phy-
sics of the slit mask (1 and 0) which is instead expres-
sed by a sequenceU according to

= Î -( { } ) [ ] ( )U u u u0, 1 , , V . 5N0 1 1

For this work, U has a length of N = 42 and is given
with

= (
) [ ] ( )

U 000100010001000111101
110000111010010110100 V . 6

Its unipolar character has severe consequences on
the applicability in the case of spatially modulated
emission (figure 2(b)). Since negative coefficients are
missing, the correlation function of the matched filter
exhibits a triangular trend which is here termed ‘low
frequency (LF) lobe’. Such a shape is highly undesired
since detection thresholds have to be increased while
signal dynamics is simultaneously reduced. For this
reason, the matched filter cannot be applied to uni-
polar sequences and must therefore be replaced by
more sophisticated pulse compression filters. In the
following, we take a closer look to the digital signal
processing (DSP) principles that are used to evaluate
the SNR gain of the usedfilters.

Any signal xa(t) e.g. received from photo diodes is
analog at the first glance and has to be sampled by an
analog-to-digital-converter in order to be fed to a digi-
tal signal processor. The analog signal then becomes a
time-discrete signalXwith samples xn according to

= D Î( ) [ ] ( )x x n t nwith V . 7n a

Dt denotes the sampling interval, the sample fre-
quency is given with = Df t1s . In our case, any

detected signal is a superposition of the actual signal
Aun with scaling factor A, widely stationary signal off-
sets cn and (white)noise en:

= + + [ ] ( )x Au c e V . 8n n n n

For simplification, the sequence is here sampled
once per symbol.

In analogy to equation (4), any filterH can be nor-
malized to exactly recover the energy of signalU:

= =( ) ( ) ( ) [ ] ( )E U R U U R H U, , V . 90 0
2

Taking equation (9) into account, the expectation
value (·) of the signal energy E(X) can be calculated
according to
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In equation (13) we assumed that m= "c nn c ,
such that  m=( )cn c . Additionally, we assumed the
expectation value of the white Gaussian noise en to
be zero.

If the filter coefficients are chosen such that

å =
=

-

( )h 0, 14
i

M

i
0

1

the second part of equation (13) vanishes and it holds
that

Figure 2.Comparison of the pulse compression (auto-correlation) of a bipolarmodulation sequenceB (a) and the respective unipolar
sequenceU (b).U is derived fromB by setting all negative coefficients to zero resulting in amuch lower signal gain of 18 to 1 compared
to 42 to 1 in (a). Additionally, due to its DC characteristics, the auto-correlation signal in (b) exhibits a distinct low frequency (LF) lobe
that significantly lowers the signal dynamics.
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Hence, if condition equation (14) is fulfilled, the
signal energy can exactly be read off the correlation
peak amplitude and stationary signal offsets do not
influence the absolute value of the signal energy. Such
filters show a high-pass, respectively bandpass beha-
vior and exhibit no DC amplification. This important
aspect of digital filtering here significantly differs from
RADAR applications where stationary signal offsets
are not critical in terms of signal processing. Since all
considered filters are designed to obey equation (14),
all stationary signal components are neglected in fol-
lowing calculations. In our case, deviations of the
resulting signal amplitude may only be due to the
remaining noise (see below).

It is common practice (spectroscopic notation) to
define the SNR of a signal as the ratio of the maximal
expected signal amplitudeUmax and the standard devia-
tion sin of the superimposed noise en (figure 7, top). For
an unbiased input signalX, the SNR is defined as

s
= ( )AU

SNR . 17max

in

Since =( )U 1 Vmax as well as σ are expressed in
Volts, SNR is dimensionless. Through filtering proce-
dures, the noise (standard deviation) is amplified byAe

which is defined as
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The SNR gain G of a pulse compression filter
applied to a scaled unipolar binary modulation
sequencesU (with amplitude 1 V) and scaling factor A
can then be calculated according to

s s
= =
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Umax is the maximal input amplitude of the
unscaled sequence and equals 1 V , A is the (dimen-
sionless) signal scaling factor. The SNR gain G can be
rewritten as:

s
s
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¢( )E U corresponds to the signal energy E(U)
which is normalized by -V 1 with regard to its dimen-
sion. Therefore,G is dimensionless.

3.Digitalfilter design

In the following, we discuss three different filter types
whichmainly differ in their SNR gain, signal side-lobes
of correlation signals and cost of implementation.
Since related signal theory has consistently been

derived in the previous section, we further on relin-
quish any units.

The already discussedmatched filter has been used
by Kiesel et al [11–13] for unipolar modulation
sequences. Besides disturbing LF lobes, correlation
signals from this filtering technique show remarkable
signals offsets. Suppressing the LF lobe as well as sta-
tionary DC components, a subsequent differentiation
of filtered signals has been performed by Kiesel et al.
However, by the use of the differential operator

= -( )DIFF 1, 1 , the differentiation can directly be
incorporated with the matched filter to yield the here
called ‘diffed filter’ Hdf as a joint pulse compression
filter. It is built according to

Ä Ä = - Ä Ä  ( ) ( ) ( )U U U UDIFF DIFF 21
Hdf

= Ä ( )H U . 22df

Note that the diffed filter is always longer than the
modulation sequence ( = +M N 1) resulting in a cor-
relation signal of length N2 . The correlation signal
received from diffed filtering is point-symmetric and
shows twodistinct peaks (positive and negative) around
k = 0 (figure 3(b)) with a steep zero transition in
between. At zero delay it can be noticed, that the filter
coefficients are highly sensitive to edge transitions of the
modulation sequence, whereas constant signal parts are
suppressed (multiplication with zeros). Especially for
sequences with a relative low number of edge transi-
tions, a large part of the signal energy is not taken into
account using this filter type. Moreover, the output sig-
nal shows significant peak side-lobes resulting in not
optimized signal dynamics. For the chosen sequence
(equation (6)), the theoretical SNR gain of the diffed fil-
ter is+6.99 dBwhich canbe further improvedbymore
sophisticatedfilter architectures discussedbelow.

The so called ‘balanced filter’ Hbal is a rather basic
filter type which has been designed specifically for the
concept of spatially modulated emission. It aims to
exceed the SNR gain that can be achieved with diffed
filtering by exploiting a higher amount of signal
energy. The filter coefficients are derived by subtract-
ing the mean value Hm from each filter coefficient of
thematched filter:

= - ( )H H H . 23bal m m

As can be seen from figure 3(c), the filter coeffi-
cients equal the modulation sequence and are
balanced around zero. This ensures higher SNR gain
compared to the diffed filter as well as an effective sup-
pression of DC components since å ==

- h 0i
M

i0
1 .

Moreover, compared to the diffed filter, the correla-
tion signal shows a sharp positive peak which is sur-
rounded by relatively small side-lobes superimposed
by a LF fluctuation. This fluctuation is due to the
imbalanced energy distribution of the signal in time
according to themodulation sequence used.

Signal side-lobes can in general be described by the
so called ‘peak-to-side-lobe ratio’ (PSLR) and the
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‘integrated side-lobe ratio’ (ISLR) [14], which are
defined as:

=
¹( )∣ ∣ ( )

R
RPSLR

1
max , 24
k

k
0
2 0

2
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¹

( )
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RISLR
1

. 25
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The lower these values the better the combination
of a LABS and a filter is suited to maximize the
dynamic range of the expected output signals as well as
to reduce the crosstalk between neighboring events.
Additionally, these rating criteria can be used to design
optimized filters with highly suppressed side-lobes in
their correlation signals. The technique is well known
fromRADAR applications in order tomaximize signal
dynamics and is persistently described in relevant lit-
erature on this subject [15–20]. In the field of RADAR

technology, such filters are widely known as ‘mis-
matched filters’ and are here referred to as ‘side-lobe
optimized (SLO)filters’ HSLO.

For unipolar signals it has been shown that optimiz-
ing filters with respect to the ISLR yields homogeneous
output signals with negligible LF fluctuations and
highly suppressed side-lobes and is therefore the pre-
ferred optimization method for the concept of spatially
modulated emission. As optimization routine, the so
called ‘differential evolution’ by Storn and Price [21]
has proven to be a suitable non-linear algorithm and is
available as optimization tool e.g. inNILabVIEW.

Sidelobe optimized filters are typically longer than
the initial modulation sequence in order to regulate
the side-lobe amplitudes while signals travel through
thefilter. In particular, a length of =M N3 has shown
remarkable results and has turned out to be the

Figure 3.The received unipolar signal (top)with additionalDCoffset is processedwith different filter types (left) to yield the
corresponding output signals (right).Matchedfiltering (a) results in the highest achievable SNR gain (+12.55 dB), but cannot be used
due to its distinct LF lobe resulting in poor signal dynamics. The diffed filter (b) shows a point-symmetric signal around zero delay
(k = 0)with a steep zero crossing behavior, but has a poor SNRgain (+6.99 dB).With respect to SNR gain (+10.12 dB), the balanced
filter (c) is an improvement compared to (b), but has a higher ISLR and PSLR than the diffed filter. An excellent compromise is the
side-lobe optimized (SLO)filter (d), showing the best PSLR and ISLR behavior with a slightly lower SNRgain (+9.55 dB) compared to
(c). However, thisfilter type has the drawback of higher computational costs (number offilter coefficients) and demandsmore
hardware resources. Due to their different lengths and filter coefficients, allfilters are normalized to yield the same peak amplitude of
their output signals referred to a relative input signal amplitude of 1.
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preferred filter length for our purpose. When using
longer SLO filters of length N3 ,Umust also be exten-
ded by two all-zero sequences Z, both of length N, to
yield the sequenceU0 according to:

= ( ) ( )U ZUZ . 260

This ensures U to be centered in the filter at zero
delay within the correlation process. The correlation
peak then occurs at ( )R H U,0 SLO 0 such that the ISLR
can be calculated according to equation (25). In gen-
eral, the filter coefficients of HSLO correspond to
rational numbers and are shown in figure 3(d). Since
these coefficients showminormismatches to themod-
ulation sequence, the SLO filter can be expected to
have a slightly lower SNR gain than the balanced filter.
In table 1, the values for the theoretical SNR gain Gtheo,
ISLR and PSLR are given for the sequence in
equation (6).

Without experimental modifications, higher SNR
gain as well as better signal dynamics can be achieved
by proper DSP. The balanced filter is an easy-to-build
pulse compression filter which shows a +3.13 dB gain
compared to the state-of-the-art diffed filter. Draw-
backs arise from higher signal side-lobes (ISLR +
2.53 dB) and are mainly due to LF fluctuations which
are characteristic for the chosen sequence. However,
these fluctuations can easily be reduced by choosing
suitable modulation sequences with more homo-
geneous energy distributions. Signal side-lobes gen-
erally lower the signal dynamics and cause false
detections originating from side-lobe superpositions
of neighboring events. Therefore, the technique of
SLO filtering has been adapted from RADAR applica-
tions to unipolar sequences with the additional con-
straint of DC suppression. For the sequence in
equation (6), the corresponding SLO filter with

=M N3 shows slightly worse SNR gain (-0.57 dB)
compared to the balanced filter but exhibits a much
better side-lobe suppression (ISLR -18.68 dB). This
allows for higher cell densities in the sample flow due
to improved signal dynamics and peak discrimination.
Drawbacks of this filter type arise from higher proces-
sing resources necessary for implementation (number
of filter coefficients) as well as from longer signal run-
times (group delay).

4. Experiment

Besides theoretical considerations, we also describe
an experimental approach for validating theoretically
derived SNR gains of the various filter types. Our
setup consists of a micro-fluidic channel (figure 1)
with a cross-section of m m ´ 480 20 m 18 2 m
through which we pump fluorescent latex spheres
(Polysciences Fluoresbrite® m2.0 m YG micro-
spheres) with a diameter of m2 m. For sample
preparation, we highly dilute the original particle
concentration ( = ´ -c 5.68 10 ml0

9 1) by pipetting
m1.174 l aqueous particle suspension into 50 ml

distilled water. Consequently, the particle concentra-
tion of the sample liquid corresponds to m -133.33 l 1.
For the chosen flow rate of m= -Q 0.5 l s 1, we then
expect a number of »2000 particles within each
measurement interval of 30 s. Making sure that our
apparatus detects only valid signals at high SNR, we
manually counted particles at the highest SNR and
found a nominal value of 2000± 25 particles within a
30 s data-set. This interval perfectly matches the
range prescribed by the standard deviation of the
underlying Poisson statistics ( = 2000 45).
Uncertainties arise e.g. from signal superpositions
which cannot be clearly separated by bare eye. Since
all of the tested filters converge towards this manually
determined value, the false negative as well as the
false positive detection rate can be estimated to be
1.25 % at high SNR. The concentration has been
chosen for two reasons. First, adequate statistics can
be generated out of 2000 nominal events. Second, the
concentration is still low enough to ensure that the
majority of particles is individually passing the
detection zone. The latter aspect is the main require-
ment to precisely benchmark the used digital filters
with respect to SNR gain. Our syringes exhibit a
volume of 10 ml. Setting the flow rate to m -0.5 l s 1

and performing 22 measurements, a total volume of
less than 1 ml is processed by our setup. Moreover,
since the complete data set is recorded all at once, the
preparation of a single sample is sufficient to serve
our measurement series. Deviations in the nominal
count rate might only occur due to particle sedimen-
tation in the syringes. However, since the total
measurement duration is less than 15 min, this effect
is negligible.

The relay optics (consisting of two Nikon Plan-Apo
λ 10×, =NA 0.45) togetherwith a dichroic beamsplit-
ter (BS) serves to reflect the excitation light (1.3 W @
448 nm) from the light source (laser) to the channel.
Fluorescent light from the particles is guided through
theBS and is then focusedon thenon-periodic slitmask.
Themask ismade of glasswith an etched chromeplating
forming the binary sequence. A lens in between the slit
mask and the detector (SiPM) collects the fluorescent
light passing through the slits. Furthermore, excitation
and emission filters are used to clean up the laser spec-
trum and to suppress excitation light in the detection.

Table 1. Filter characteristics. Note that the negativemain lobe of
the diffed filter is excluded for determining the PSLR and ISLR.

Filter type Gtheo PSLR ISLR LengthM

Matched 12.55 N.A. N.A. N

Diffed 6.99 −40.00 −9.90 +N 1

Balanced 10.12 −25.08 −7.37 N

SL optimized 9.55 −52.09 −26.05 3N

(all values in dB)
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Reducing spherical aberrations from the optics and
ensuring a homogeneous illumination, the slit-mask
and therefore the detection zone has a length
of»1.33 mm.

With velocities of  -220 5 mm s 1, particles pass
the detection zone and the raw signal is recorded on
disk. Testing the SNR gain of the different filters, a ser-
ies of measurements is taken, where the excitation
intensity is successively lowered to reduce the fluores-
cence emission. With decreasing excitation intensity,
the signal strength from emission converges closer to
the electronic noise level (figure 4).

Ensuring particles are individually passing the
detection zone, the particle density of the sample flow is
adjusted such that individual signals do not overlap (see
above). This avoids coincidences and erroneous detec-
tions which corrupt the count rates used to determine
the individual SNR gains of the filters. The raw data on
disk is then processed with the three filter methods and
the resulting count rates are determined as a function of
the respective input SNR (equation (17)).

Since particles show a tight distribution of their
velocities (2.3 %), filters are adapted to match the
time-scaled particle signals within this range [22, 23].
This yields a filter bank HF v, for eachfilter type Fwith a
finite number of processing channels covering the
whole velocity spectrum. Due to the small variation in
filter length, counting results are not affected. Raw sig-
nals from each measurement are then post-processed
for each filter type to calculate the respective correla-
tion matrix ( )R H X,k v F v, , . The correlation maximum
finally occurs for the velocitymatching filter (figure 5).

Consequently, the correlation matrix is subject to
progressive peak search where the highest peaks with
certain expected widths (depending on the particle
velocity) are recorded. This record contains all valid

Figure 4.Detected peaks for a narrow velocity distribution of fluorescent particles at different SNR levels. The upper populations
contain valid signal peaks from fluorescence signals, whereas the lower populations originate frompeaks found at the respective noise
level. Reducing the excitation intensity causes the signal peaks tomerge into the noise population and the count rate of valid events
decreases. The rate at which signal peaks converge to the noise level is a function of the input SNR and depends on the used filter.
Consequently, the count rate at certain input SNRs can be used to benchmark the relative filter performance in terms of SNR gain.

Figure 5.Digital signal processing chain of theused evaluation
algorithm.Analog signals arefirst sampled byan analog-to-
digital converter (ADC) and thenfilteredwith respect to a
certain velocity spectrum (filter bank HF v, ). The consecutively
generated correlationmatrix ( )R H X,k v F v, , consists of a
numberof signal peaks causedbynoise (invalid) and true signals
(valid). Thesepeaks arediscriminatedby applying a constant
threshold of 6.5 times themedianpeak amplitude.Valid signal
peaks are counted if thepeak amplitude exceeds this threshold.
Theprocessing chain aswell as the threshold level is the same
for any testedfilter. Therefore, signal-to-noise performance
betweendifferentfilter types canbedirectly comparedbymeans
of count rate.
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signal peaks as well as false detections originating from
side-lobes, side-lobe superpositions and noise. Next,
for eachmeasurement and each filter method the peak
intensities are normalized to the respective median
peak intensity of all recorded peaks. To all data sets the
same fixed threshold is then applied to identify valid
peaks (figure 6). This threshold is set to 6.5 times the
median peak amplitude and is chosen to meet two cri-
teria regarding the count rate (figure 7): (1) no false
negative and false positive detections at high SNR; (2)
no false positive detections in pure noise signals and
for measurements with low SNR ( <SNR 0.3in ). Cri-
terion (1) is fulfilled as the particle count saturates for
each filter at the expected value of 2000 (compare
experimental section). The adherence to criterion (2)
can be seen from the zero count rate at low SNR for all
filters and from a reference experiment (not shown)
with pure noise signals. Thus, the selected setting of
the threshold to 6.5 times the median peak intensities
ensures no false positive detections and no false nega-
tive detections for all filter types. Consequently, within
the statistical error rate of 2.24 %, the count rate in
figure 7 resembles the true positive count rate for each
experiment. E.g., at half count rate (figure 7), the false
negative rate equals 50 % which corresponds to a cri-
tical SNR that is individually determined for each filter
type. Thus, the filter performance can be considered
the same at high input SNR and filters can be directly
compared for lower input SNRs. For calculating the
input SNR, the average amplitude of valid peaks is
used as signal strength and the noise level is derived
from the raw signals of the illuminated channel with-
out particles in the fluid. Signal strength as well s noise

level depend linearly on the incident excitation inten-
sity. Therefore, for low count rates, where it is impos-
sible to directly measure the signal strength, the input
SNR is determined from extrapolation. This evalua-
tion procedure results in a total count rate for each
measurement and each filter which is plotted as a
function of the input SNR in figure 7. For high input
SNR, all filter methods show almost the same count
rate (approx. 2000 particles for the chosen measure-
ment duration of 30 seconds) proving a proper selec-
tion of the threshold.

However, for low input SNR count rates vanish
which demonstrates that the threshold is high enough
to prevent positive false detections originating from
pure noise. The count rate of the diffed filter drops at
relatively high input SNR. Balanced and SLO filtering
show almost comparable performance and maintain
the count rate for lower input SNR than the diffed fil-
ter. Each count rate follows a Gaussian error function
with the skewness depending on the noise gain of each
filter. The input SNR at the turning point at the half
maximum count rate is called the critical input SNR
SNRcrit. For each filtermethod, the SNR gainG is asso-
ciated with the respective SNRcrit,filter and can be com-
pared to the diffed filter with lowest SNRcrit,diffed. This
yields a relative (experimental) SNR gain ¢Gexp,filter for
eachfilter type:

¢ =
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟ ( )G 10 log

SNR

SNR
. 27exp,filter

crit,filter

crit, diffed

Experimental results are given in table 2. The com-
parison of the measured gain ¢Gexp,filter and the

Figure 6.Discrimination of all the detected peakswithin the correlation signals. The inset at the upper right shows an interval of 80
detected peakswithin a certain time. These peaks originate from valid signal peaks, signal side-lobes andnoise. Themain picture
shows the statistics of all peaks found in a data set. Since peaks frompure noise predominate the number of valid signal peaks, all peaks
can be normalized according to themedian peak amplitude. A threshold is then defined as amultiple of themedian peak amplitude.
The threshold is set to 6.5 times themedian to clearly separate the valid signal peaks fromnoise. This relative threshold is applied to
each data set and filter to ensure a fair comparison between thefilters. As the input SNR increases with excitation light intensity, the
peak population of valid signal peaks detaches from the noise-peak population and shifts to the right. This results in higher count
rates.
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(relative) theoretical gain ¢Gtheo,filter for each filter type
shows in general a good agreement between the theory
and experiment. However, the experimental gain does
not fully match the theoretical expectation. Deviations
may be due to differences between the CAD model of
the slit mask and the physical representation and
design of the digital filters. Inaccurate slit width and
position inevitably lead to deviations of the measured
signals from the theoretical representation. Additional
deteriorations may originate from factors such as
inhomogeneous illumination or scratches introduced
during chip fabrication. Moreover, any passing object
has a size d which can be expressed as a fraction the
physical mask length L. Due to this extent, the original
binary sequence experiences a smoothing of its shape
(smoothed edges with a minimum relative width of
d/L). For each processing method, these deviations
from the ideal signal lower the peak amplitude and
effectiveness of pulse compression that could be
achieved compared to perfect signals. However,
the experimental results exceed the theoretical expec-
tation by up to +1 dB. This suggests that the

above described experimental deviations from the
theoretical assumption do not affect all filters equally.
As the diffed filter is most sensitive to the quality of the
signal edges, we assume that its SNR gain is over-
estimated. Nevertheless, the experimental result con-
firms the theoretical expectation that the balanced
filter and the SLO filter clearly outperform the diffed
filter in terms of SNR gain. Moreover, the balanced fil-
ter is slightly better than the SLO filter even though a
LF fluctuation and significantly larger side-lobes
remain in the correlation signal. In the case of over-
lapping signals from neighboring particles, valid signal
peaks are superimposed by side-lobes and LF fluctua-
tions. It can be expected that the SLO filter is better
suited in that situation. However, our theories as well
as our experimental results do not cover that question,
since particle densities have been chosen sufficiently
low to avoid particle coincidences.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, it is demonstrated that advanced signal
processing methods can improve the SNR gain of the
method of spatially modulated emission almost by a
factor of 1.6 (balanced filter). We introduced two
improved signal processing approaches, i.e. balanced
filtering and SLO filtering, which can be applied to our
modulation principle. Both methods enable inherent
baseline correction and improved noise suppression.
Moreover, SLO filtering may be a promising method

Figure 7.Count rates of found signal peaks versus input SNR. The input SNR at the half count rate indicates the critical input SNR
(SNRcrit) of eachfilter and can be used to calculate relative SNR gains.

Table 2.Relative experimental SNR gains estimated from the half
count rate of eachfilter.

Filter type SNRcrit
¢G dBexp ¢G dBtheo D ¢G dB

Diffed 1.37 0.00 0.00 0.00

Balanced 0.85 +4.15 +3.13 +1.02

SL optimized 0.96 +3.09 +2.56 +0.53
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for increased signal dynamics compared to diffed and
balanced filtering which is particularly interesting for
high particle densities. As the demonstrated improve-
ments in sensitivity solely gear into the signal proces-
sing chain they can be used for any technical
implementation of spatiallymodulated emissionwith-
out need for physical changes.
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